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In what ollows, by H-(H, (,)) we denote a complex Hilbert
space, and by B-B(H, H), the space o all bounded linear operators
from H into H, associated with the strong operator topology. The
only topology that we consider on H is the strong one.

Our aim in this paper is to give a boundedness theorem for the
solutions of the differential equation
(.) i A(t)x + f(t, x),
where x: I--.H, /=[to, +c), t0>_0, is a differentiable function on I
with continuous first derivative,) A:I-.B is a continuous function on
I, and f:IHH is also continuous on I H.

1. Theorem 1. Consider (.) under the following assumptions:
(i) there exists an operator valued function Q I-.B continuous and

such that:
((t) + Q(t)n(t) + A*(t)O(t)-O,3) e I,(i)

and
(i2) (Q(t)x, x} _g([Ixl[), (t, x) e IH,
where g" R/-R+- [0, + c) is continuous and lim sup g(y)-- + c
(ii) [[xl[. IIf(t, X)I[ <_p(t)g(l xl[), with p" I-oR+ continuous and such that

p(t) Q(t) dt< +c;
then, if x(t), t e I, is a solution of (.), it is bounded, i.e. there exists a
constant k> 0 such that Ix(t)II <- k for every t e I.

Proof. By differentiation of the function
V(t)-- (Q(t)x(t), x(t)},()

we have

(2)

z(t)- (((t)x(t) + Q(t)2(t), x(t)} + (Q(t)x(t), 2(t)}
((t)x(t) + Q(t)A(t)x(t) + Q(t)f(t, x(t)), x(x)}
+ (Q(t)x(t), n(t)x(t) + f(t, x(t))}
((((t) + Q(t)A(t) + n*(t)Q(t))x(t), x(t)}
+ (Q(t)f(t, x(t)), x(t))} + (Q(t)x(t), f(t, x(t))}

and by integration from to to t (to<_ t), we have
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( 3 ) V(t)- V(to) + [(Q(s)f(s, x(s)), x(s)} + (Q(s)x(s), f(s, x(s))}].
to

From (3) it ollows that

2[
t

g(llx(t)ll)< IY(t) < IV(to) + lIq(s)ll IIf(s x(s))ll
Jto(4)

which, by a well known inequality, gives

to

and this proves the theorem.
Remark 1. I (llzll)=211zll (2 constant), then the condition (il)

can be replaced by the following:

In fact, in this case from (2) we obtain

x(t)][2]V(t)] ]V(to)] +[t ](s)+Q(s)A(s)+A*(s)e(s)]]. l]x(s) ids
Jto

and the proof follows as in Theorem 1.

Remark Z. heorem 1 contains partially as a special ease a re-
sult of Sehaeffer in [1], who eonsidered the linear equation
(**) 2=A(t)z
where A(t) is an X (complex) matrix function, and z an x (com-
plex) veetor.

Z. Theorem Z. Soe that i (.) the amtio (i)
atieg along ith the olloig
(ii) --z. If(t, z)- f(t, )
o ee (t, z, ) IxHX H, here i a i (i) o Theorem 1,

" IR+ i eotio etio eh that

then if (.) has a bounded solution y(t), every solution of (.) is bounded.
Proof. Suppose that x(t) is any solution of (.); then or the

difference x(t)--y(t) we have
( 6 ) x(t)-- y(t) A(t)(x(t)- y(t)) + (f(t, x(t))-- f(t, y(t)))
by differentiation of the unction
( 7 ) Vo(t) (Q(t)(x(t)- y(t)), x(t)- y(t)},
and proceeding as in Theorem 1, we finally find

8 g(llx(t)-y(t) I)< V0(t) < V0(t0) exp (s)llQ(s)ll ds
to

thus
( 9 ) llx(t)l- y(t)l Ilx(t)-y(t)llK for every t e I,
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and for some positive constant K.
Obviously, since y(t) is bounded, our assertion is true.
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